
 SKIRTALL®: FRESH TO IMPRESS   

      
 

SKIRTALL TULIP for healthy snacks 

 
Introduction   
In recent years, the focus has been on optimisation and further development of the SKIRTALL 

concepts. As a result, an innovative sealing process has been developed and patented which makes 

SKIRTALL possible for almost all common packaging. With a small adaptation in the 

thermoform mould or the Injection mould (packaging producers), SKIRTALL Tulip becomes 

possible. In addition to its beautiful presentation and high attention, this design excels in the areas 

of sustainability. It offers up to 30% plastic reduction, combined with the use of 100% mono 

material a great potential. The availability to meet every packaging sorts and flavours, as well as 

cost price decrease because of the use of less materials, makes the SKIRTALL Tulip interesting 

for many markets.   

  

SKIRTALL Tulip is available on industrial sealing machines, but Abarka will do everything in its 

power to make it also available for the MSS table seal machines.   

  

The SKIRTALL Tulip is available with re-close able label or -film, and possible with an insert 

cup, for a duo-packaging.   

  

Sustainability   
The new SKIRTALL Tulip design offers up to 30% less use of plastic by injection moulding and 

up to 20% reduction for thermoform packaging without a lid. These arguments are making 

SKIRTALL more sustainable than ever.   

  

This design also can be used with 100% mono material (PP, PET, Paper), which also adds to 

sustainability.  

  



Availability   
The SKIRTALL Tulip has an innovative sealing process that has been developed and patented 

which makes SKIRTALL possible for almost all common packaging. The availability is therefore 

very high! And the SKIRTALL Tulip can be produced on industrial sealing machines, making it 

possible for high volumes, high capacities.   

  

Cost price   
The use of less materials in combination with a faster production (injection moulding) decreases 

the cost price per package. And the potential to meet high volumes adds to this. A big trend in 

retail en foodservice is to skip the lid and go for a top-seal film. BUT the product may lose the 

artisanal looks. With SKIRTALL you have the looks from the lid and the functionality from a top-

seal film.  

  

Food safety   
Hygienic: Packaging is meant to protect the food. Before you eat your food, a packaging is carried 

around multiple times by staff in production, shop and yourselves. Every time it is touched can 

cause contamination. SKIRTALL protect the food ánd the packaging for 100%.   

  

Food terrorism: By sealing packaging nobody can mess with your food. A lot of food reaches the 

consumer by take away, home delivery or regional producers. Consumers demand a first user seal.   

  

Use friendly   
Easy opening: elderly and children have a problem with 80% of all packaging. Bad eyes, less 

motoric fingers and little strength are the reasons. With SKIRTALL a consumer can open the 

packaging blindfolded with the whole hand.   

  

A lid of a packaging can also be unpractical and inconvenient. A combination of SKIRTALL with 

a reclose-able film or a detachable one for portion packs is a user-friendly way of opening and 

store food.   

  



   

Attention and presentation:   
Nowadays it is very important you have more attention on the shelf or online. Customers decide in 

a few seconds which product they are gone buy. SKIRTALL excels in attention. This combined 

with a great authentic presentation will guarantee great sales and high compliance for your 

customer. Taste is for 50% based on the looks!  

  

Industrial application   
The well-known sealing machine manufacturers can process SKIRTALL for industrial food 

producers. You need an adapted sealing tool which not only seals a film on a packaging, but also 

turns it into an attractive SKIRTALL packaging. These sealing tools are available for all 

capacities, from 600 to 6.000 packages per hour (depending on type, size of packaging and 

investment). These sealing machines can be expanded with many options such as labelling, 

coding, control systems, resealable films, insert cups and more.   

                                  
 

     

 Interested?   
For more information check www.skirtall.eu or contact us or our Partner in your region on 

info@skirtall.eu .  

  

http://www.skirtall.eu/
mailto:info@skirtall.eu

